PROGRAMS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

LANGUAGE PROGRAM

The program aims at creating a Vietnamese using environment for international students who will be able to meet and practice Vietnamese with local people, experience Vietnamese culture and “go native”. Students are scheduled to join classes, participate in volunteer and cultural exchange activities, interact with TDTU students through daily activities. As a result, the program is believed to enhance self-confidence in natively using Vietnamese.

- Program duration:
  4 weeks to one semester.

Speak Vietnamese, live Vietnam!
ACADEMIC EXCHANGE PROGRAM

This program is open for all international students who would like to intensively experience Vietnam. Students signing up for this program will be able to join classes (in all fields provided by TDTU) taught in English and transfer credits back to their home university. Students will also have the chance to enjoy a real Vietnamese life and widen their understanding about our culture and people.

- **Program duration:**
  One semester to one academic year.
SUMMER CAMP PROGRAM

The objective of this program is to bring about an exploration of Vietnamese culture and language - a typical example of Southern Asian area. All international students interested in are welcomed!

After 3 weeks learning, interacting and touring with Summer Camp Program, understandings and experience gained from in-class lectures on Vietnamese culture and food, outdoor activities on street food savouring and culture exchange, as well as field trips to the Southern part of Vietnam are sure to be never - to - forget memories.

• Program duration: 3 weeks.

Come and enjoy your summer in a valuable way!
SPECIALIZED PROGRAM

These special programs are tailored to meet the demand of groups of international students (at least 15 students). All you need to do is to gather a group and make your decision upon the theme of the program, when to start and how long it should take. We shall design a specialized program upon your requests and budget. This is the program made just for you!

- **Program duration**: Upon request.
OTHERS

At TDTU, many other programs are open to international students: International Day or Week, Cultural Exchange Programs, Homestay, Internship Program, etc.

Especially, TDTU has been chosen as a strategic partner of foreign institutions in projects or programs funded by governments or other organizations, such as: Erasmus+ (with European universities), Temasek Foundation International Specialists’ Community Action & Leadership Exchange (TFI-SCALE) Program (with Singaporean institutions).